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Steppin’ with style
Mandy Marshall / Staff photographer
Courtney Crowley, junior business education major, and Sonia Contreras, sophomore health studies major, dance
in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Tuesday night during the “Ebony and Ivory”
step show.
By Dan Ochwat
Activities editor
The men of the Alpha Phi Alpha and Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternities slammed their feet in a symbol of
unity; they were shiftin’ and jivin’ and spinnin’ and
mixed in a step dance that had both the black fraterni-
ty and white fraternity members rhythmically slapping
hands - promoting the truest unity.
The fraternity step dance headlined the fourth annu-
al Ebony and Ivory Step Show featuring step dancing
by fraternity and sorority members of the Panhellinic
Council and Black Greek Council.
The University Grand Ballroom held about 250
screaming audience members for a show displaying
thundering step performances, a performance by the
rap group Just Us from Champaign, a performance by
K-Love and Blue and Walter English III and audience
participation games.
The Alpha Phi Alpha and Sigma Phi Epsilon dance
started with a recording saying, “Three years ago the
Sig Eps and Alpha Phi Alphas came together as the
pioneers of the Ebony and Ivory Step Show,” the crew
then came out dancing to bumping songs such as “The
Payback” by James Brown and then they pelvic thrust-
ing the floor to the slower jam “What’s It Gonna Be”
by Busta Rhymes and Janet Jackson.
The women of the Zeta Phi Beta, Tri Sigma and
Kappa Delta sororities used the same Busta Rhymes
and Janet Jackson song but created a sexy stomp by
grinding and lap dancing with a chair. The perfor-
mance grabbed a standing ovation from the audience
by rhythmically incorporating wooden blocks and
wooden poles. The girls were blindfolded and swung
the wooden poles at each other banging them together
in rhythm. The performance also had the girls yelling
with attitude in unison, “Hey sisters it’s about that time
to break it on down.”
The other step performance was by the Delta Sigma
Theta, Alpha Gamma Delta and Alpha Sigma Alpha
sororities which featured a different Janet Jackson song
“Anytime, Anyplace” that had the girls soothingly
dance into a pounding step dance that sounded as if a
train were coming.
About 250 unite during Ebony and Ivory Step Show
By Laura Irvine
Campus editor
The Academic Advising
Center will be permanently
moved from its current location
in Blair Hall to the former
International House Thursday.
The Academic Advising
Center, which has been located
in Blair Hall for about 10
years, is scheduled to be up and
running in its new location
Monday.
Mary Kelm, director of aca-
demic advising and learning
assistance, said the decision
was made to move the
Academic Advising Center to
the International House, locat-
ed on the corner of Ninth
Street, because of space needs
and what was available on
campus.
The University Building
Service Worker crew will move
all of the Academic Advising
Center’s belongings to its new
location.
Ted Weidner, director of
facilities planning and manage-
ment, said the offices of the
graduate school, which are cur-
rently located in Old Main, will
eventually be moved into Blair
Hall. 
He said he did not know the
exact date when the move
would take place, but said it
would happen some time after
this summer. 
The decision to move acad-
emic advising to the former
International House, which
was formerly used to house
foreign exchange students
studying at Eastern, was made
by an informal committee last
year. 
“A group of people were
called together from various
parts of the campus that needed
Academic
advising out
of Blair Hall
By Meghan McMahon
Administration editor
An Eastern student present-
ed a subcommittee of the
Illinois Board of Higher
Education with a petition of
782 student signatures request-
ing the botany, environmental
biology and zoology majors be
retained.
Kevin Franken, a senior
environmental biology and
botany major, said he presented
the petition to the IBHE’s stu-
dent advisory committee after
he presented the petition to the
Student Senate, along with a
resolution at the Feb. 3 meet-
ing, which the senate failed to
pass.
The resolution requested the
Student Senate ask the IBHE to
reinstate the botany, zoology
and environmental biology
majors.
Franken said when he pre-
sented the petition to the senate,
he had 400 signatures and
when he presented it to the stu-
dent advisory committee the
petition had 382 additional sig-
natures.
Franken said the student
advisory committee members
asked Liz Halbert, Eastern’s
representative to the committee
and student vice president for
public affairs, to have Student
Government members collect
comments from students who
signed the petition.
Halbert was supposed to
report to the student advisory
committee with the students’
comments about what they
thought about the merger,
Franken said.
Petition opposing
merger submitted
to IBHE committee
International House new home
of center; graduate school offices
to fill vacant location in Blair
See PETITION Page 2
See ADVISING Page 2
See STEPPIN’ Page 2
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Formerly Kidz
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Kelly’s T’s & Things
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The Station
Twice is Nice
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What’s Cookin’
THANK YOU!
Career Services would like to thank the 
following organizations for assisting with
TEACHER PLACEMENT DAY 
on March 31, 1999:
-Minority Teachers Education
Association
-Middle Level Educators Club
-College of Ed & Professional Studies
Grad Assistants
-Association of Childhood Education
International 
-EIU Student Ambassadors
Your assistance was greatly appreciated and
helped make our event a SUCCESS!!
space,” Kelm said.
Terry Weidner, former vice pres-
ident for academic affairs, made the
final decision to move academic
advising to the International House.
He said he was unable to recall who
organized the committee or exactly
who sat on the committee.
Kelm said because of the many
space needs on campus, the com-
mittee tried to move people into
units that would suit them best.
“There were about 20 people sit-
ting around the table at one point,”
Kelm said.
“We looked at a number of pos-
sibilities,” Terry Weidner said.
He said the committee consid-
ered a number of options to move
into the International House, includ-
ing the TRIO program and a com-
puter lab to train employees work-
ing at the Physical Plant to move
into the International House and the
decision was made to move the
Academic Assistance Center last
year.
“We were looking for a place to
provide more room and to put acad-
emic advising in a convenient
place,” he said.
Since students often use the
cashier’s office when they go to the
Academic Advising Center, Kelm
said the move may be inconvenient
for students at first.
“I think there are some facilities
students use when they see us, like
the cashier,” Kelm said. “It’s an
inconvenience when you’re not
where you’re expected to be.”
Kelm said she thinks that
although the move will take some
time for students to get used to, the
new location will prove to be a good
one for the Academic Advising
Center since most of the students
who utilize it are first year students.
“The primary students we work
with are housed at Carman Hall,”
she said.    
The space the Academic
Assistance Center uses in Blair Hall
will be virtually the same space the
center will have in the International
House.
“I think students will find it very
comfortable,” she said.
Fraun Lewis, an adviser at the
Academic Advising Center, said
there was some discussion about the
move between the advisers, but ulti-
mately the administration made the
decision to move Academic
Advising.
“I’m going to try and look at it in
a positive way,” she said.
Advising
from Page 1
Halbert said she reported the findings to the student advisory
committee at the committee’s meeting March 27 and 28 at
Western Illinois University in Macomb.
She said the committee did not take any action.
“They really listened but they didn’t have too many com-
ments,” Halbert said. 
Halbert said it was insulting to have to go back to the students
to get input when Student Government already knew how the
students felt.
“It was kind of insulting because we did our work and we
knew what people thought about the resolution,” she said.
Student Senate members received input from the university
community by conducting a forum and speaking with students
and faculty, Halbert said.
Student Senate Speaker Bill Gruen said he spoke with about
17 students who signed the petition and asked them questions
pertaining to the merger. He said 16 out of the 17 students he
spoke to knew very little about the merger.
“Everybody I talked to had very little knowledge about the
biological sciences merger and the new curriculum,” Gruen said.
“That was the main problem with the petition. “Because so
many students signed it and didn’t know about (the merger) and
that made the petition invalid.”
Halbert said the reason the Student Senate did not pass the
resolution was because senate members knew students had been
mislead with the petition.
“The case was that we knew for a fact people had been mis-
lead and that is why we didn’t pass the legislation,” she said.
Petition
from Page 1
The night kicked off with the emcees
and Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity members
Derick Edwards and Eric Edwards get-
ting the audience “hype,” as Eric Edwards
put it. The Edwards emcees started the
show by having the two sectioned audi-
ence split up and have one yell “ebony”
and and the other section scream “ivory.”
The Edwards emcees introduced the
entertainment acts and hosted the audi-
ence games, in which prizes were won.
The rap group Just Us performed a rap
song with a slow rolling bass and searing
violins, while they yelled “We out for just
us.”
Rhythm and blues act, K-Love and
Blue, smoothed the crowd over with two
songs. Their biggest reaction came from a
rendition of R. Kelly’s “One Man” dur-
ing which audience members waved trier
lit cigarette lighters.
The contests for volunteering audience
members offered them a chance to win
gift certificates from E.L. Krackers,
Dayle Bayles and Positively 4th Street
Records. 
The first game was called, “Who can
mack who down,” Derick Edwards said.
The game had a male volunteer sit in a
chair, while four female volunteers
attempted to seduce the male with sexy
swerves and smooth talking. The winner
was selected by having the highest score
judged by the three judges, Ceci Brinker,
assistant director of student life; Michael
Stokes, assistant director of student hous-
ing and Jerome Rogers, Alpha Phi Alpha
fraternity member.
The winning female won a gift certifi-
cate to E.L. Krackers by asking the man
“What is the difference between me and a
computer? You can work on a computer,
but I work back.”
The contest was reversed and the win-
ning male was Kaleb Searcy from K-
Love and Blue, who teased the female
with his singing voice. He began to sing
but stopped and asked his participant,
“How can I sing this song  when no song
is more beautiful than you?” He also won
a certificate from E.L. Krackers.
The final contest was a “booty shak-
ing” contest where volunteers shook their
butts the hardest to a judging crowd
applause. There was a tie, and one volun-
teer won a gift certificate to Positively
Fourth Street Records and the other won
a gift certificate to Dayle Bayles.
Derick Edwards concluded the night
by thanking the audience for supporting
the show and unification on campus.
Steppin’
from Page 1
It’s an inconvenience when
you’re not where you’re
expected to be.
Mary Kelm,
director of academic advising
and learning assistance
“
”
By Dan Ochwat
Activities editor
The political director for the
Illinois Federation of Human Rights
is speaking to the campus communi-
ty regarding  “The State of Gay
Rights.”
Richard Garcia also is one of the
main lobbyists in Springfield fight-
ing for gay rights and he will update
Eastern on the direction of gay rights.
Garcia will speak at 7 p.m. in the
Paris Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union as part of
Pride Week sponsored by the
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Allies
Union.
“At the moment, you can be fired
for being gay,” said Doug DiBianco,
male faculty advisor for LGBAU and
professor of music. People can be
denied housing for being gay, or be
denied credit for being gay, he said.
Garcia said his goal is to prohibit
discrimination against gay people
and have sexual orientation added to
the civil rights laws, DiBianco said.
“(Garcia’s) main goal is to get those
two words (sexual orientation) into
the civil rights laws.”
DiBianco said a number of states
in the United States have laws protect-
ing its citizens’sexual orientations but
Illinois has no law protecting a per-
son’s sexual orientation from being
discriminated against.
A recent effort to add sexual orien-
tation into the words of the civil rights
laws was House Bill 474, which was
voted down last week by a vote of 59
to 57.
Garcia will touch on the recent dis-
crimination actions in Springfield, but
also will talk about other issues per-
taining to gay rights, DiBianco said.
“(Garcia) will talk on any other
major issues like same-sex adoption
or domestic partnership,” DiBianco
said.
People don’t have to be gay, or a
supporter of gay rights to come to the
discussion - they could be just curi-
ous, DiBianco said. It is a chance to
hear the latest in what is going on in
gay rights, he said.
Human rights director to speak tonight
By Meghan McMahon
Administration editor
The Illinois Board of Higher Education
Tuesday approved five noninstructional capital
improvements to Eastern.
The IBHE approved upgrades and
improvements to O’Brien Stadium, the chilled
water loop, the life safety system in Pemberton
Hall, the construction of parking lots and and
the university housing network.
Don Sevener, director of communications
for the IBHE, said the board’s approval gives
Eastern the ability to go ahead with the pro-
jects.
“(The approval) means the projects can go
forward,” Sevener said. “Without the IBHE’s
votes, they could not go forward.”
The renovation and expansion of O’Brien
Stadium includes the addition of 10 offices for
coaches and athletic trainers and will include
upgrades to the heating, ventilation, electrical,
fire safety and plumbing systems. The stadium
also will be renovated to improve accessibility.
The estimated cost of the renovation and
expansion is $2 million and the source of funds
is the athletic department.
The chilled water upgrade will include the
replacement of the chillers that provide air
conditioning to Lawson and Taylor halls and
the installation of an energy efficient unit.
The upgrade will cost about $600,000 and
the source of the funds is revenue bonds.
The life safety upgrade includes the instal-
lation of fire sprinklers in Pemberton Hall
because the existing fire alarm system in
Pemberton cannot be expected to warn stu-
dents as is required by life safety codes.
The estimated cost of the project is
$500,000 and the source of the money is local
funds.
An additional 35 parking spaces will be
added because of the purchase of two pieces of
property. The two lots are located at 1915
Ninth St. and 1906 10th St. The two lots are
each about 7,000 square feet and they each
have a one-story home that Eastern plans to
demolish so they can construct the parking lot.
The estimated cost for the project is
$265,000, and the source of funds is local
funds.
The university housing network project
involves the expansion of the campus network
to the residence halls. The system will provide
e-mail and Internet access and  will enhance
the quality of academic programming by
extending state of the art forms of instruction
to residence halls.
The estimated cost of the project is $7.5
million and the source of the funds is revenue
bonds.
The IBHE also approved a $90,000 grant to
continue the Illinois Cooperative Work Study
Program, Sevener said.
The funds will be used to continue the work
study program, which provides undergraduate
students with an opportunity to complete work
studies in various fields.
Eastern has participated in the program for
seven years and as of Jan. 14, the university
has utilized about 34 percent of the $100,000
allocation. A total of 45 students have com-
pleted the work study program and the remain-
ing balance will be used to fund students’ in
the program during the spring and summer
semesters.
By Christy Kilgore
City editor
About 40 American Federation
of State, County and Municipal
Employees Union Local 3821
members and supporters Tuesday
picketed in front of the Mattoon
City Hall to support Mattoon
employees.
The informational picket was
held to get the attention of the
Mattoon City Council because
union members believe there has
been an apparent disregard of
union proposals in contract nego-
tiations. The contracts for
Mattoon city employees expire
May 1.
“We want them to bargain col-
lectively with us,” said Rick
Prince, staff representative of
AFSCME Council 31. 
Prince, who led many of the
chants including “this city works
because we do,” said the city is
not considering the union as a bar-
gaining group.
“Bargaining is a two-sided
event,” he said. “They can’t say
we can only work off of their
issues. The City Council is trying
to go back into their old habits of
not recognizing the union as an
entity.”
Many people honked in support
as they drove by the group on the
north side of Mattoon’s City Hall.
Union members and supporters
carried signs reading “fair share,”
“parity” and “fair wages.”
Some Eastern employees rep-
resented by Local 981 were there
to show their support for the city
employees.
“We’re supporting our union
brothers and sisters since they
supported us when we had trouble
with our negotiations,” said Peggy
Reese, Andrews Hall building ser-
vice worker of building operations
and president of AFSCME Local
981.
In July of 1998, AFSCME
Local 981 negotiated a two-year
contract with Eastern’s adminis-
tration, which took over one year. 
“We are here to support them
because they supported us when
we picketed,” said Nancy Rardin,
Thomas Hall cook and Mattoon
resident.
After marching for about an
hour, many union members and
supporters, wearing matching
green t-shirts with the union logo
printed on it, went to the Mattoon
City Council meeting to voice
their opinions.
At the end of the meeting
Mattoon Mayor Wanda Ferguson
opened the meeting to audience
comment and Prince read a pre-
pared statement.
“We didn’t really want to come
here tonight. We shouldn’t have to
come here,” Prince said.
Prince said council members
would not have to see the group
again if the council would direct
their bargainers to consider union
proposals.
“The people on the manage-
ment side of the table have forgot-
ten what collective bargaining
means,” he said. “The union is the
city employees, we’re not going to
allow ourselves to be treated as
second class citizens.”
Ferguson said it is up to the
bargaining unit whether to consid-
er union demands, not the City
Council.
“It’s left to the bargaining unit,”
she said. “The council can’t do
anything until the bargaining unit
reports to the council. (Union
members) should discuss this in
the meetings, not in the public
media.”
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SIDEWALK SALE
Selective Clothing
35% OFF
ATTENTION LADIES:
Women who receive oral contraceptives from
Eastern’s Health Service Pharmacy need to
place orders for summer supplies.  Students
not enrolled in Summer Session classes need
to purchases contraceptives at the Health
Service before JUNE 11.
PLEASE ORDER EARLY TO BEAT THE RUSH!
Orders may be placed by phoning 581-7779
M & M and Chocolate
HUMILIATE YOUR FRIEND!
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
Jessica Anne
Great Apartments   
Now Leasing for 99-2000
* Balconies & Patios
* Apts. for 2, 3, or 4 people
* Furnished
* Laundry Facilities
* Central Air
* Reasonable utilities
* 24 hour maintenance
* Free off- street parking
* swimming pool and sun deck
LINCOLNWOOD
PINETREE APTS
(ACROSS FROM CARMAN HALL)
2219 S. 9TH ST. APT#17 345-6000
Eastern employees join in Mattoon picket
Picket held in front of Mattoon City Hall to protest recent union contract proposal disregard 
Eastern gets ‘go ahead’ from IBHE approval
We’re supporting our union brothers and sisters since they
supported us when we had trouble with our negotiations.
Peggy Reese,
Andrews Hall building service worker
“
”
Police officer was 
just doing his job
In regards to “Officer Friendly...”
well, for one Iowa doesn’t have the same
statutes concerning car insurance. In the
same sense, someone from Arizona with
no front license plate isn’t going to be
questioned about it if he travels to
Illinois. So, it was really no “disservice.”
The real disservice would be if he were
to sit in a secluded area and simply wait
for a call to respond to, rather than
actively patrolling the area, searching for
trouble and potential trouble, a.k.a. “pre-
vention.”
Another thing. Just imagine yourself
as a cop ... in a town with THREE col-
leges, no less. “Age discrimination” is
really a bold statement. I mean, who do
you think causes what trouble there is?
People our age. Potentially more so from
out-of-state young’ns. And it was 1 a.m.
... late in the night is usually when peo-
ple are out doing thins they don't want to
be seen doing. And the fact is, you didn’t
have a seatbelt. You know better, but you
made a mistake. Hopefully you learned
from it. “But, but .. he didn’t put HIS
on.” Well, he’s also the one that’s rou-
tinely getting in and out of his car. Think
about it ... he spends eight to 10 hours a
day in that thing, often times filling out
paper work, fiddling with this and that in
the car. That’s a job-related perk one
should be willing to give to ‘em.
You have clean record? Never been
puller over? Is that to infer that cops
should target ONLY those who are past
offenders? Hmm ... I’ve had two moving
violations, should a cop tag behind me
for an extra long time because my record
isn’t as lily white as yours? Should it be
assumed I’m up to know good. That
wouldn’t be fair, but it happens. You
know why? Because it’s common sense!
Past offenders usually repeat again!  And
people our age (regardless of genetic
anomalies) are usually the ones causing
alcohol-related problems late at night.
We all get pissed when we’re pulled
over. That’s just how it is ... as a society
we give our law enforcers a certain
degree of authority to protect our dumb-
asses from others and ourselves, even if
that means bending rules (which were
made in a bureaucratic atmosphere far
removed from the practical realities of
the street-cop anyway.)
Steven Lepic
junior foreign language major
Today’s quote
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Student Senate members tonight are expectedto vote on how to fund Panther Express nextyear, and essentially whether to recommenddoubling the current shuttle bus fee.
The senate has three alternatives, only one of
which does not include hiking the current $2.50 per
semester shuttle fee. 
Senate members should opt not to raise fees again
and look to the Office of the Student Affairs and the
Office of the President to fund the $20,000 needed to
keep the bus in operation next year.
Panther Express, which began making its rounds in
December, came with a $2.50 per semester price tag
for students, regardless if they actually used the ser-
vice. Now, four months
later, funding shuttle bus
committee members
expected to come from
area businesses will not
be available.
So the committee
recommended raising the shuttle bus fee $2.50 per
semester, which would bring in an extra $27,500 per
semester, and the proposal was given the OK by the
student tuition and review committee.
Now the shuttle’s funding awaits a recommenda-
tion from Student Senate. And members have three
options: raising the fee $2.50, raise it less than $2.50
or not raise the fee and ask for money from the offices
of student affairs and the president.
Last semester, the two offices donated $10,000
each to help get the service up and running.
Lou Hencken, vice president for student affairs,
said the money is available again for shuttle bus use,
but a future project may not be able to be funded if it
is used.
But whichever avenue senate decides to take in
funding the bus it must be approved by the President’s
Council and Eastern’s Board of Trustees. Even so, it
now lies in the hands of students who also pay the
umpteen different fees each semester.
Because an alternative to raising student fees exists,
Student Senate members should recommend using
the $20,000 available from the offices of the president
and student vice president for student affairs.
Raising the shuttle bus fee when a no-cost option is
available and feasible would be like walking around
campus grabbing dollar bills out of students’pockets
when they weren’t looking.
Final 
decision
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c u d m p 2 @ p e n . e i u . e d u
“
”
The difficulty in life is the choice.
George Moore,
Irish novelist 1852-1933
Vote no
The Student Senate today
should vote down  the $2.50
per semester shuttle fee
increase.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
Roommates. For fresh-man, it can be themost terrifying sum-mer awaiting the ini-
tial meeting of your roommate.
You pray that your roommate is
normal, just like you think you
are.
Luckily, I planned to live
with a friend from high school
so the summer before my fresh-
man year consisted of numerous
trips to Target and downtown
Chicago searching for lava lamps, beads and black light
posters for our room. Our biggest worry was whether our
bedspreads would match. What we should have been con-
cerned about was whether our personalities would still
match after living together for a year.
The first year of college went fairly well for us, with only
a handful of stupid fights. So we decided to get an apart-
ment together. The good times lasted until the end of
September and things have never been the same again.
My roommate was having problems with her boyfriend
and I started hanging out with different people. She became
obsessed with her boyfriend and spent all her time either on
the phone or on e-mail and I spent most of my time at home
giving her dirty looks and making sarcastic comments under
my breath. 
We grew so far apart that we never spoke a word to each
other unless necessary, but we stuck it out for the year. She
had no friends left at school, partly on account of me, and
never came back after that year.
This was my friend who I essentially grew up with. She
was the one there at all my family parties, she was the one
who got me through the day my sister was diagnosed with
cancer and she was the one who I would just drive around
with while we were in high school smoking cigarettes when
we should have been at the library.
I guess we both forgot about what made us such close
friends when we were worrying about how to get through
the day without having to talk to each other.
If you are going to live with a close friend, a friend who
you truly value, seriously consider what you are getting into.
It seems like only good times lie
ahead going into it, but you
could end up losing a good
friend.
Know how your
friend/roommate acts around a
boyfriend or girlfriend.
Determine whether this will
involve another roommate who
you did not count on or if the
phone will ever be available.
If your friend and future room-
mate is a blast to hang out with
but tends to be a bit neurotic sometimes, do not blow this
off. This turned on me last year when another roommate
pretty much acted like it was a sin to walk on a freshly-
scrubbed floor. It was just like Cameron’s house from
“Ferris Bueller’s Day Off,” our apartment was like a muse-
um after she cleaned it; me and our third roommate weren’t
allowed to touch anything. Thanks, but I did not go away to
school to acquire a new mother, I was anxious to be free of
the one I have.
At that time I found myself wondering, jokingly, if it was
true that you receive an “A” for the semester if you room-
mate, well, just so happens to pass away. 
But really, beware of those mother-types. The ones who
wait up for you when you go out and then grill you about
where you have been. Be especially wary if this happens on
the first night of living together.
These are just a few tips on how to test out a potential
roommate. But the point is, consider what it would be like
to live with a good friend. No matter how much time you
spend together now, it will double when you actually live
with each other. 
I have pretty much lost two great friends because we
could not live together, and I always wish that I had taken
the time to consider the consequences. Don’t take the risk
and kick yourself later for it, take the time to determine
what is a good friend and what is a good roommate.
Are you ready to room with friends?
“If you are going
to live with a close
friend, a friend
who you truly
value, seriously
consider what you
are getting into.”
Tammie Sloup
Associate news editor
Your turn
Letters to the editor
n Tammie Sloup is a senior journalism major and a biweekly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
cutes4@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
By Amy Thon
Staff editor
Central Illinois clergy members expressed their opin-
ions Tuesday concerning homosexual relationships and
said although they personally are accepting of the rela-
tionships, they are in the minority among their peers.
The first panel concerning religion and homosexuality
at Eastern included participants from the Newman
Catholic Center, Wesley United Methodist Church,
Disciples of Christ Foundation and the McKinley
Presbyterian Foundation in Champaign. 
Steve Schmocher, pastor at the McKinley Presbyterian
Foundation, said it is not typical to welcome same-sex
relationships within churches. 
“Although I think the position the four of us represent
is legitimate and right, it is a distinct minority position
still,” he said.
Schmocher said his church performs three to four
same-sex marriages each year and has done so for 20
years. Schmocher said he has performed these marriages
for 18 years, but does so with some risk because they are
not officially accepted.
Glen Robyne, pastor at the Wesley United Methodist
Church, said “We are all people of God and when we real-
ize that we can really bring about the Kingdom of God
here and now.”
Many people get support for their discrimination
against gays, lesbians and bisexuals from the Bible, but
Betsy Johnson-Miller, an associate pastor at the Disciples
of Christ Foundation, said almost anything can also be
supported by the Bible.
“We need to take everything in context. Those pre-
scriptions are not the most important thing. God created us
who we are,” she said.
Roy Lanham, director of the Newman Catholic Center
said the church is filled with people trying to live their life
faithfully.
“Folks of homosexual orientation can hopefully find a
home (within the church)” he said.
Lanham explained that the Catholic Church makes the
distinction between being homosexual and acting on the
homosexual feelings.
“We don’t see orientation as sinful,” he said. “We did-
n’t determine (our own) gender, race or personality types.
The same thing is true about sexuality.”
Johnson-Miller agreed saying, “I don’t think you are
strictly heterosexual or homosexual, I think there’s a con-
tinuum and people fall at different points along it.”
All four participants agreed it is difficult to categorize
God as either male or female, although God is traditional-
ly thought of as male.
“I’m quite sure God is both male and female and
beyond gender,” Robyne said.
Robyne said churches need to be more accepting of
their gay and lesbian members.
“There are gays and lesbians in all churches, is the bot-
tom line and I think part of what we need to do is wake up
to that,” he said.
Schmocher said many gay and lesbian people feel guilt
and unhappiness because they are not accepted.
“I see so many unhappy people, so many people in
pain because of the (negative) stigma,” he said. “There’s
terrible pain out there and real suffering.”
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Pick up your ‘98 Warbler
Today!
W a r b l e r
1 9 9 8
Pick up yourYearbook!
Pick u
p your
Yearbo
ok!
Any Time Between 8 a.m.  and 4:30 p.m., at the
Student Publications Office, 1802 Buzzard Hall
Beginning Today, any student may pick up a
1998 Warbler, same time, same location.
No Charge!
Local clergy accept homosexuals
Panel discusses church’s role in society, different beliefs
Mandy Marshall / Staff photographer
Glenn Robyne, pastor at Wesley United Methodist Church,
starts the panel discussion Tuesday evening in the Sullivan
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
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* Students receive an addtional 10% off of service work by presenting your Panther Card.
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$34.07
$35.69
$38.92
$40.95
$42.95
$45.11
$47.57
$49.93
$52.32
$15.95
Oil Change
$17.95
Rotate & Balance
$19.95
Brakes
Free
Brake Inspection
off
Owen
Automotive & Tire
417 Madison Ave.
345-2130
Open
Mon-Fri  7-5
Sat  7-12
Sun  Closed  
Upon request w/oil change
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DSP 
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DSP would like to
thank the following for 
“Making it Happen”
• University Board
• Vicki Woodard
• Scott Preston
• Lumpkin School of Business
• Panhelenic Council
• Interfraternity Council
TAKE BACK THE NIGHT
Thursday, April 8, 1999, 7:00 P. M.
EIU Campus Pond Pavilion
A candlelight march to promote safety and awareness
Campus and community members invited.
Campfire, Music, and Poetry
In the event of rain, the program will take place in the
Rathskeller of the EIU Union.
AVAILABLE FOR
FALL 1999:
Completely Furnished Apts
for 2-4 People
* 24 Hour Maintenance
* Laundry Facilities
* Pets Allowed
* Close to Park
* Central Air
CALL: 349-8824
FOR APPT.
“The Survey Says” -
This workshop will review the
results of a recent survey in
which Eastern students and
faculty/staff were asked about
the psychological needs of the
student body.
Dr. David Onestak, Counseling Center
Wednesday, April 7, 1999  7:00 p.m.
Charleston/ Mattoon Room, MLK Union
Sponsored by the Counseling Center
By Chris Sievers
Student government editor
Student Senate members Wednesday will continue
discussion and may vote on the possible shuttle bus fee
increase.
The senate will meet at 7 p.m. in the Arcola/Tuscola
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
The proposed $2.50 fee increase was tabled at last
week’s meeting, and will be used for the operation of
the shuttle bus for the 1999-2000 academic year.
In other business, senate members will discuss allo-
cating $50 to the second annual Recognized Student
Organization banquet. The $50 will be used toward the
purchase of certificates and frames to honor the 1998-
1999 student deans.
Senate members also will discus the five fee-funded
boards’ budgets for the 1999-2000 academic years.
Apportionment Board members last week approved
the five fee-funded boards’ budgets but they still need
the Student Senate’s approval.
“It’s hard to say if we could pass the budgets
tonight,” Senate Speaker Bill Gruen said. “There is not
a lot that needs to be done as far as cutting (the bud-
gets).”
He said he does not believe a lot of cutting will be
necessary, if any.
Senate members also will discuss a motion that will
make more students aware that the new millennium
actually starts Jan. 1, 2001. Senate member Bob Kman
said many students believe the new millennium starts
Jan.1 2000, but it actually starts Jan. 1, 2001.
“This (motion) will let students be more aware of
when the new millennium begins,” Kman said.
Shuttle funding tops agenda
Student Senate expected to vote on $2.50 fee increase
By Meghan McMahon
Administration editor
The Faculty Senate Tuesday
announced the College of Sciences
had the best voter turnout of the four
colleges during the spring faculty
elections.
Faculty Senate Vice Chair
Bonnie Irwin said the College of
Sciences had 61.7 percent of its fac-
ulty members vote. The College of
Education and Professional Studies
had a 49.4 percent voter turnout, the
College of Arts and Humanities had
a 45.8 percent voter turnout, the
College of Business and Applied
Sciences had a 41.1 percent voter
turnout and Booth Library had a
64.7 percent voter turnout.
The department with the highest
voter turnout was biological sci-
ences with an 95.4 percent voter
turnout, Irwin said. Only one facul-
ty member from the department did
not vote.
Departments with the lowest
voter turnout include the political
science department with 18.2 per-
cent, the speech communications
department with 15.8 percent, the
theater arts department with 16.7
percent, the physical education
department with a 19 percent voter
turnout and the leisure studies
department with a 20 percent voter
turnout, Irwin said.
She said 21 departments had a
voter turnout of 50 percent or better.
The Faculty Senate also
responded to a correspondence
form Ted Weidner, director of facil-
ities planning and management.
Weidner requested some Faculty
Senate members meet with the
facilities planning and management
external evaluation team, which will
be on campus next week.
Faculty Senate members John
Allison, Pat Fewell and Norbert
Furumo will meet with the external
evaluation team some time during
the visit.
Faculty Senate Chair James
Tidwell said he received informa-
tion from Steve Rich, director of
alumni services, regarding the
placement of Eastern’s logo on
apparel that has been made in
sweatshops.
College of Sciences brings highest
voter turnout for faculty elections
By Laura Irvine
Staff editor
The Charleston City Council
Tuesday passed a motion to place
the annual fiscal year budget on
file for public inspection.
City Manager Bill Riebe pre-
sented the budget, which included
eight capital improvements and a
20 percent increase for water
sewage funds.
“We created a few more line
items to keep a better eye on what
we’re spending,” he said.
Riebe said currently the City of
Charleston is not meeting the oper-
ating costs of the water sewage
plant. Grant money formerly avail-
able is no longer available.
The new wastewater treatment
regulations must be met by 2003,
and the increase in costs will help
to meet those requirements, Riebe
said.
“We need to expand our waste-
water treatment capacity,” he said.
“There are a lot of new plants that
will be upgraded in the next few
years.”
Riebe said current costs for
Charleston residents is $37.87 per
month for 7,000 gallons of water.
With the increase, the cost for
Charleston residents will be
$45.36.
Council members also moved
that an ordinance regarding truan-
cy as unlawful in the City of
Charleston and for it to be placed
on public inspection.
The ordinance would require
juveniles who are truant to receive
a $500 ticket and make a court
appearance or voluntarily partici-
pate in a program assigned by
Jerry Woods, the Charleston juve-
nile officer.
City Attorney Brian Bower said
truancy is currently handled by the
state’s attorney because it is a state
issue.
“The ordinance will speed up
the process because the city will
be able to handle it consistently
with a hands-on approach,” Bower
said. Bower said the ordinance
was set up to help truants, not just
punish them.
“This is geared toward a last
resort for children - not just to go
out and make money,” he said. “ I
don’t see it being used very
much.”
City Council Member Marge
Knoop said she needed time to
look over the ordinance and need-
ed a clearer definition of truancy
before she made a decision.
Council members passed three
additional items which included
an ordinance providing tax incre-
ment funding to Trevor and Lisa
Doughy for the purchase and ren-
ovation of the building located at
607 Monroe Ave. They will
receive a $7,500 grant and an
$87,500 loan to build a clothing
store in the building.
An ordinance was passed to
provide TIF funding to Dan Kelly
for the purchase and renovation of
the building at 510 Sixth St. Kelly
received a $1,300 grant and a
$17,600 loan for the building,
which he will make into a retail
sports and trophy store.
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ladies night
Wednesday
is
VODKA, RUM or
gin mixers &
shot specials
$100 $150$175
come in early
and avoid the
line!!
DOMESTIC
BOTTLES
CORONAS
Wednesday Ladies Night
345-7849
$2.75 Baltimore Zoo
$3.25 Bert & Ernies
$4.75 Pasta Buffet
Never a cover.  Open Sundays 11am - 11pm
Express Lunch Menu Available 11 am - 2 pm
By Dan Ochwat
Activities editor
The annual candlelight walk to
promote a safer campus will “Take
Back the Night” Thursday.
The walk will begin at the
Campus Pond Pavilion and will head
north on Fourth Street, along Lincoln
Avenue and through the campus
back to the Campus Pond Pavilion,
said Christine Alfonso, associate
director of educational services at the
Sexual Assault Counseling and
Information Service.
“(The march) is for the communi-
ty to promote awareness of sexual
assault and abuse and to promote
safety,” Alfonso said. “We hope to
promote awareness that it is (Sexual
Assault) Awareness month and to
promote activities throughout the
month,” she said.
“Take Back the Night” activities
include a community band, some
poetry readings by the staff of
SACIS and volunteer readers and
testimonial readings by sexual
assault survivors, Alfonso said. 
Artwork, which was done by
children who have been sexually
abused, also will be displayed under
the pavilion. Alfonso said the art-
work was done by children in sur-
vivor groups for SACIS.
If the march is rained out, the
music, poetry, testimonials and art-
work will be moved to the
Rathskeller in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union but the
march will not take place.
“Take Back the Night” was origi-
nally planned for October 1998 but
was rained out and delayed until
Thursday.
Alfonso said last year’s event had
over 200 people attend, and she said
she is hoping for the same turnout.
This event is sponsored by dona-
tions from organizations including,
SACIS, The Women’s Advocacy
Council, P.O.W.E.R.,The department
of health studies, Alpha Phi sorority
and Delta Sigma Theta sorority.
SACIS to promote 
a safe atmosphere
Walk to end sexual assault, abuse
Budget placed on inspection
City Council budget improvements include more
funding for water sewage, eight capital investments
ATTENTION! ATTENTION!
Psychology, Sociology, Special
Education and other majors. Gain
valuable experience by WORK-
ING with adults and children with
developmental  disabilities.
FLEXIBLE scheduling for
EVENING, NIGHT, and WEEK-
END shifts. Paid training is pro-
vided. Apply at: CCAR
Industries,  825 18th Street,
Charleston, IL  61920. E.O.E.
________________________5/3
FREE RADIO + $1250!
Fundraiser open to student
groups and organizations. Earn
$3 - $5 per Visa/MC application.
We supply the material at no cost.
Call for info or visit our website.
Qualified callers receive a FREE
Baby Boom Box. 1-800-932-0528
x65. www.ocmconcepts.com.
_______________________4/12
College Pro Painters is now hiring
painters and job site managers for
the summer; no experience nec-
essary. Work in your home town
$7 - $10 per hour, call 1-888-277-
9787.
________________________5/3
Charleston Dairy Queen is now
hiring for nights and weekends.
Must be available for summer. 20
State Street.
_______________________4/14
The Daily Eastern News is now
hiring Advertising
Representatives for the summer
and fall semester. Come in and fill
out an application at 1802
Buzzard or call Mike at 581-2812.
Great opportunity to build resume
experience.
________________________5/3
Summer Resident Camp for girls
near Terre Haute, Indiana seeking
enthusiastic staff. Counselors,
lifeguards, horse program instruc-
tor and nursing position available.
Room and Board and competitive
salary. Contact Camp Manager at
812-232-0104.
________________________4/8
Available Immediately!!  Full time
janitor position work 1 to 9 pm M-
F. No weekends required. Pay
starting at $6.00 per hour.
Health/Dental/Life/401K. If you
are dependable, hard working &
require little supervision apply in
person at 521 7th Street,
Charleston 8 to 4 M-F. E.O.E
_______________________4/19
GREAT SUMMER JOB!  GREAT
PAY!  GREAT EXPERIENCE!
$7.00 per hour working with
adults with developmental disabil-
ities. Excellent opportunity for
education, psychology, and other
human services related majors.
Apply in person at 738 18th
Street, Charleston, IL. E.O.E.
_______________________4/19
SECURE YOUR SUMMER/FALL
OF ‘99 EMPLOYMENT NOW!
JANITORIAL/HOUSEKEEPING
SERVICE LOOKING FOR QUAL-
ITY PEOPLE. MATURE,
RESPONSIBLE PERSON ONLY.
ABOVE AVERAGE PAY AVAIL-
ABLE. ENERGY/GOOD ATTI-
TUDE A MUST. CALL PEGGY AT
345-6757.
________________________4/8
Expanding our staff. Looking for
energetic people with a superior
attitude. Apply in person after 2
p.m. at Joey’s for in-shop posi-
tions.
________________________4/9
Male/Female help, odd jobs,
apartment. Spring and/or sum-
mer. 348-1550 with home, phone
and availability.
________________________4/9
P/T or F/T position available.
Ship/receive and provide sales
support for our safety shoemo-
biles. Flexible schedule. Send
resume letter of interest to John
Moore 305 W. Lincoln Charleston.
_______________________4/13
UNIQUE SUMMER JOBS IN
BEAUTIFUL MN...Spend 4-13
weeks in the “Land or 10,000
Lakes.” Earn salary plus
room/board. Counselors, nurses,
travel guides , lifeguards and
other positions available at MN
camps for children and adults with
disabilities. Contact: MN Camps,
10509 108th St. NW, Annandale,
MN 55302 1-800-450-8376 ext.
10  EOE.
________________________4/9
$1,500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No Experience
required. Free information packet.
Call 202-452-5942.
________________________5/3
STUDENT HOUSES, 3-5 bed-
room, Avail. Aug. Ideal for girls,
good location, great condition,
laundry, No pets. 345-7286.
________________________5/4
STUDENT APTS., 1,2 and 3 bed-
room, great location, nice apts,
good condition, reasonably
priced, off-street parking, some
with laundry, No Pets. 345-7286
________________________5/4
AVAILABLE FOR FALL ‘99. 1, 2,
& 3 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS. GREAT LOCA-
TION. 345-6000.
________________________5/4
NICE 1 BDRM APT FOR 2 PER-
SONS. FURNISHED
$440/MONTH. 1 BLOCK NORTH
OF O’BRIEN FIELD. CALL
HOWARD. 348-7653.
________________________5/4
McArthur Manor apartments. 2
bedroom furnished. No pets. Call
345-2231.
________________________5/4
1, 2, 3, BEDROOM APTS. AVAIL-
ABLE. CALL OLDETOWNE.
345-6533.
________________________5/4
Atrium 3 BR Apts. Only 3 Blocks
from Campus. Just a few left.
345-5022.
________________________5/4
ALL UTILITIES PAID!  1 BR Apts.
avail. FALL 99. NO PETS!  NO
PARTIES!  $385. 345-6759 Leave
Message.
________________________5/4
AVAILABLE NOW THRU JULY 31,
1999-BRAND NEW 3BR
DUPLEX. (RENTED FOR FALL
1999). Has all the amenities,
water/trash paid. $750/mo. 820
Lincoln Ave. 348-7746.
________________________5/4
1,2,3 bedroom apts. still available
for 99-00. Call 345-5088.
________________________5/4
One and Two bedroom apart-
ments, large, nicely decorated,
starting summer semester. 741
6th St. $330 and up. Call 581-
7729 or 345-6127.
_____________________5/4
2 bedroom house available June.
Stove, ref., trash pick up, parking.
NO PETS. 345-7286.
________________________5/4
Nice completely furnished apart-
ments for 3 or 4 people. Trash
pickup, off street parking, laundry
room. Available Aug. 1. Call 349-
8824.
_______________________4/22
House for rent. Close to Campus.
5 bedrooms. For Fall/Spring
Semester. Phone 348-0749.
________________________4/7
Furnished house for 3-5 girls.
Directly across from Old Main on
7th street. All appliances. Off
street parking. Clean, re-painted.
348-8406.
________________________5/3
Available now through summer.
New 2 BR, 2 Bathroom Apts.
FALL 1 BEDROOM APARTMENT
415 HARRISON. 348-5032.
________________________5/3
3 bedroom apt. 1125 4th Street.
Call 345-6621.
________________________5/3
Efficiency, parking, laundry.
Available Summer & Fall 99 &
Spring 2000. Furnished.
$215/mo plus low utilities. Phone
348-1172.
________________________5/3
Summer 99 only 4 Bedroom.
Furnished, parking, laundry. 6
blocks North of Hardees.
$400/mo plus low utilities. Phone
348-1172.
________________________5/3
LARGE 4 BR APT 202 1/2 6TH
CARPETED A/C NICE KITCHEN
WASHER DRYER GOOD PARK-
ING. AVAILABLE NOW OR FOR
FALL SEMESTER. LEASE &
DEPOSIT REQUIRED. 345-7522
AFTER 5:30 CALL 345-9462
_______________________4/16
Available June 1st. Remodeled 2
Bedroom House for 3 girls, 2
blocks from campus,
Washer/Dryer and Trash,
Furnished. 1 and 2 Bedroom
Apts. 11 or 12 mo. Leases. 345-
4602.
________________________4/9
3 BR APT for 3 serious students.
Modern efficiency suite with 3
locking bedrooms, each with
phone and CATV outlets.
Economical rent @ $510 divided
by 3. Your total monthly cost
including rent, CIPS, water, local
phone and CATV should be under
$235 each. Appts. at 345-4489.
C-21 Wood, Jim Wood.
________________________5/3
2 BR, 2 PERSONS. Priced under
the market at $440 per month for
12 months, furnished, water incl.,
laundry on-site, CATV incl. Call
for appt. 345-4489. C-21 Wood,
Jim Wood.
________________________5/3
BRITTANY RIDGE TOWNHOUS-
ES. Just a few left. The best floor-
plan for 4 or 5, starting as low as
$184 each. Call for appt. 345-
4489, C-21 Wood, Jim Wood.
________________________5/3
3 BR HOUSE for 3 tenants, 1
block to campus, central a/c,
hook-up for w/d, QUIET
REQUIRED!  C-21 Wood, Jim
Wood,  345-4489.
________________________5/3
A VARIETY OF 1 BEDROOM
AND EFFICIENCIES. C-21
Wood, Jim Wood, 345-4489.
________________________5/3
UGLY LITTLE 2 BEDROOM
HOUSE for 2 people. Don’t judge
a book by its cover. $375 for 12
months or $450 for 10 months. C-
21 Wood, Jim Wood, 345-4489.
________________________5/3
NOW RENTING 1 & 2 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS $250 TO $450
PER MONTH. 348-1826.
_______________________4/13
3 Female Students needed for
newly remodeled Apt. Trash,
water included in Rent. $210 per
person, completely furnished,
A/C, very clean. Call 348-0819
leave message.
________________________4/9
2-3-4 Bedroom houses and apart-
ments available for next school
year. Rent from $185 per person.
Call for details. 348-0819 leave
message.
________________________4/9
Now leasing after June 1st. 6
bedroom house and 1 bedroom
apartment. Call anytime 348-
0006.
________________________5/3
Only one left. Two bedroom apart-
ment close to campus. $250 each
for two students. Water, trash
included. Call CAMPUS
RENTALS  at 345-3100 between
3-9 pm.
_______________________4/16
Close to Old Main. 3 bedroom  2
baths apartment. Furnished.
Rent includes utilities. 10 or 12
month lease for 99-00. Call 345-
4185 leave message.
_______________________4/12
201 Buchanan (near Stix) 5BR/5
person/$210 each apt. 10 month
lease, A/C; W/D, trash; 2BR/2 per-
son/$210 each apt. 11 1/2 month
lease. A/C; W/D; trash. 345-4853
________________________4/9
5 BR house 1 block from union for
99-00. And 6 BR large house
available. Washer and dryer
included. 345-2038
________________________5/3
1 Bedroom Apts. & 3 Bedroom
Apts., Clean, modern, w/some
utilities paid. W/D in some Apts.
NOT ALL CLOSE TO EIU. NO
PETS!!!  345-4494 or 232-0656
anytime.
________________________4/7
Large 1 Bedroom Apt. on the
square available fall 345-3479 or
345-3404. Leave a message.
_______________________4/16
SUMMER STORAGE as low as
$30.00 per month. Ph. 348-7746.
________________________5/3
1 Bedroom Apartment 2 blocks
from campus. Available Fall.
Utilities except phone included.
345-3404 or 345-3479.
_______________________4/16
3 bdrm house close to campus.
Water & trash paid. $210 per per-
son. 345-6093.
________________________4/7
NEED GIRLS TO RENT 3 BED-
ROOM HOUSE. SOUTH EAST
OF SQUARE. CENTRAL AIR,
WASHER/DRYER, OFF STREET
PARKING. 348-0927.
________________________4/8
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HEALTH SERVICE. Health & Wellness Fair on Wed., April 7, 1999
from 11a.m.-5p.m. at the Student Rec Center in Lantz.
LGBAU. Pride Week ‘99 event. Wed. April 7 at 7p.m. in the Paris
Rm, MLK Union. Guest lecturist Rick Garcia, “The State of Gay
Rights.” Everyone Welcome!
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA. Business Meeting today at 5:40p.m. in
Coleman Hall Auditorium. Call Mary if you can’t attend.
UNITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP MINISTRIES. Bible Study on
Wed., April 7, 1999 at 7:00 sharp in the MLK Union-3rd Floor
Effingham Rm. “Come & be Renewed.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP. Bible Study & Praise on Wed
4-7-99 at 7:00 at the Christian Campus House located behind
Lawson Hall. Everyone Invited.
PHI EPSILON MU. Meeting on April 7 at 9:00p.m. in the Main
Lounge of Pemberton. Important things to be discussed.
STUDENT INVESTMENT SOCIETY. General Meeting on Wed.,
April 7, 1999 at 7:00p.m. in Room 021 Lumpkin Hall. All majors wel-
come.
STUDENT SENATE. Student Senate Meeting today at 7p.m. in
Arcola-Tuscola Room in Union. Everyone is welcome.
LSF-IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH. Church Service  on Wed.,
April 7 at 7:00p.m. at the Immanuel Sanctuary. Come hear about
God!
LSF-IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH. Bible Study on Wed., April
7 at 8:00p.m. at the Immanuel Student Center. Come hear real life
applications this week. Questions?  E-mail Cheryl at cuclw3@hot-
mail.com.
ASTRONOMY CLUB. Meeting on 4/7/99 at 8p.m. in Rm. 208
Physical Science Building. Everyone Welcome!
CampusClips
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For Summer Only, New 2BR/2
Bath Apt. For Fall 3 BR house.
1810 Johnson. Call 348-5032.
________________________5/3
Rooms for Rent-Women Only
Inter., Summer sessions. Large
House Fully Furn. 1blk from
Union. Central A/C. $220 mo.
Util. Inc. House-345-5692 or Pat
Novak (630)789-3772.
_______________________4/21
Furnished apts for next year.
Clean, excellent condition. NO
PETS. 345-7286
________________________5/3
2 Bedroom apts. Fully furnished
across from Buzzard Building.
Just Call 348-0157 for appoint-
ment.
________________________5/4
Sublessors needed for large 2
bedroom apartment. Close to
campus. Call 348-0652.
________________________4/8
1 or 2 female sublessors needed
for Sum. 99. Affordable, 1 block
off campus. Call Megan or
Michele at 345-1300.
________________________4/7
3 Bedroom furnished house avail-
able Summer ‘99. Washer and
Dryer. Trash included. Price
Negotiable. 345-4190.
________________________4/8
Sublessor needed for Summer.
Own room, Big house on 2nd St.
Across from Rec Center. Price
negotiable. Call Thad 348-6602.
_______________________4/13
Summer Apartment  1-2 people.
Close to Campus!  Park place.
Good price!  Call Rich @ 345-
8888.
_______________________4/12
Park Place one bedroom apart-
ment for 1 to 2 people for summer.
345-4046.
________________________4/7
Sublessors needed for summer
‘99. Park Place Apts. 3 bdrm. ex-
large. Great price, fully furnished.
Contact 345-8852.
________________________4/7
1 sublessor needed for summer,
close to campus, own bedrooms,
1 roommate. Call 345-6617
________________________4/9
Sublessor needed for summer
(May-Aug). 2 Bedroom town-
house. Own room. One room-
mate $194 per month. Call Jill at
348-0727.
________________________4/7
Female roommate needed for Fall
‘99. $165/month + utilities. Call
now. 345-9421.
_______________________4/12
3 girls seeking one-two room-
mates. For 99-00 school year.
Park Place Apt. If interested call
348-3075.
________________________4/9
Lost: Green wallet & keys. Call
Amy at 345-6817.
________________________4/9
Pappason chair $35, 2 dormsize
carpets $15 each. Good condi-
tion. Call 581-3698
________________________4/9
1993 Nissan pick-up, extended
cab. Excellent condition. A/C.
AM/FM cassette. Bedliner. New
brakes, tires, battery. $4900 or
reasonable offer. (217) 345-5013
_______________________4/16
Cannondale bike perfect condi-
tion. $250. 581-6809
________________________4/8
TANNING BED wolff system
repossessed. Take over pay-
ments 1-800-248-9832
________________________4/9
Fender Bass guitar and amp
$300.00. Call 348-3327.
_______________________4/13
Honda VFR 750 Sport Bike, ex.
cond. $1200 obo 345-1292.
_______________________4/21 
Need some extra cash?  Sell your
unwanted items in the Daily
Eastern News. They are worth
something to someone. Ads can
be placed in Buzzard Hall at the
Student Publications desk. Get
those ads in today.
____________________OO/HA
Coles County Pawn 4th and
Madison. Newly enlarged Adult
Room XXX Movies-Toys-Novelties.
Herbal Smoking Products, and
Body Jewelry. 345-3623
________________________5/3
WIN $100-Sophomores, Juniors,
Seniors, and Graduate Students.
Spend fifteen minutes completing
an online survey and help a fellow
student conducting thesis
research. Visit
http://www.eiu.edu/~csdres.
________________________4/9
Come spend a Day of Health for a
Lifetime of Wellness at EIU’s 2nd
Annual Health & Wellness Fair!
Open today from 11a.m.-5p.m. in
the Student Rec Center.
________________________4/7
10 Tans for $25. We’ll get you
tanned for summer at Tropi-tan.
348-8263.
________________________5/4
Congratulations Julie Williams of
Sigma Kappa on getting lavaliered
to Brett Gilliland of Delta Tau
Delta!  Love, Judy.
________________________4/7
SUMMER STORAGE as low as
$30.00 per month. Ph. 348-7746.
________________________5/3
DZ Tuggers!  DZ Tuggers!  DZ
Tuggers!  DZ Tuggers!
________________________4/7
Let’s go Delta Zeta!!  Get pumped
for Greek Week!  Let’s Sings our
Hearts out at Greek Sings!
________________________4/7
Julie Williams of Sig Kap~
Congratulations on getting lava-
liered to Brett Gilliland ~ The men
of Delta Tau Delta.
________________________4/7
Congrats to DZ Jill Newbold on
getting lavaliered to Kurt
Hollencamp of University of
Missouri, Alpha Kappa Lambda.
JGC Love, Monica, Katie, Erika, &
Michelle.
________________________4/7
Krista Conway of AGD-
Congratulations on getting 2nd
VP!  Your sisters are proud of you!
________________________4/7
Sig Kap Airband-I thought this
was a party...LET’S DANCE!
________________________4/7
Ghetto tuggers and Judy-I love
those bulging muscles!  Keep up
the hard work!  Love-Cori.
________________________4/7
Congrats to Sergio on lavaliering
Lauren Erickson of AST. Love,
Ryan.
________________________4/7
Brett~ Get ready for your swim-
ming lessons. The water is not
getting any warmer~ Love the
men of Delta Tau Delta.
________________________4/7
Congratulations Julie Riley of
AGD on getting engaged!  We are
so happy for you!  Love, your sis-
ters.
________________________4/7
Classifiedadvertising
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM BY MIKE PETERS
Short-handed tennis team comes up short
By Gabe Rosen
Staff writer
The men’s tennis team went into
Tuesday’s home match with The University
of Illinois-Springfield without it’s best play-
er. Senior Brad Cook sat out the match as the
Panthers fell to UI-Springfield 3-4.
Eastern played without Cook, who sat out
the match because of an altercation he had
with the line judge during the Panthers con-
ference victory over Eastern Kentucky last
Friday.  
Eastern head coach Marla Reid made the
decision Tuesday before the match. 
“If you break the rules you have to pay the
consequences,” Reid said.
But the Panthers did not go down without
a fight, the match went down to the wire as
Panther senior Sargy Letuchy battled hard
against UI-Springfield’s Justin Holsipiller
but eventually fell 3-6,6-2,6-3.
“Sargy just came up short,” Reid said
afterwards.
After the match Reid was not worried
about the men’s team since they played a
tough match in the face of adversity.
“I’m proud that they are beginning to play
competitively and I think they are going to
peak at the right time and get themselves into
that tournament,” Reid said.
The Panthers have made great strides of
late, improving their record over the past
week and a half from 4-10 to 8-11, while
picking up an important conference win.
“They did OK with the situation they
were handed,” Reid said. “Some good things
came out of it.”
Among the positives for Eastern on
Tuesday, freshman Andy Baker stepped into
the vacated No. 1 spot left open by Cook and
came away with a 6-4, 6-3 victory over UI-
Springfield’s Eric Surges.
“I felt like I was going to have to step up
and play well because I was playing No. 1,”
Baker said. “I put pressure on myself
because I wanted to win my first No. 1
match.”
“Andy Baker played extremely well at
No. 1,” Reid said. “He stepped up in an
adverse situation.”
Reid also complimented the play of all
Panther freshman, who were undefeated in
singles play on Tuesday.
Panther Jason Braun won in singles play
6-2, 6-0 and has been dominating his oppo-
nents of late. 
“Jason Braun has just been steamrolling
his opponents,” Reid said. “Some of these
freshman are really stepping it up.”
Freshman Ryan Van Donselaar won his
first singles point as a Panther as well,
defeating Brian Barge 6-4,6-3.
The Panther doubles teams were hit hard-
est by the loss of Cook as Eastern lost all
three doubles matches while struggling with
different doubles combinations. 
“The last minute change affected our dou-
bles play,” Baker said.
Next up for the Panther men is a tough
road match at Murray State on Wednesday. 
“If they can beat Murray, then they’ll be
on their way to a good season,” Reid said. “It
will be a regular lineup for tomorrow and
hopefully we’ll continue to play like we have
and continue improving.”
Cook sits out match for disciplinary reasons as UI-Springfield steals 4-3 win
Lacey Buidosik / Associate photo editor
A member of the Panther tennis team takes a warm-up swing before the match against Eastern
Kentucky Friday. Eastern was without the services of senior Brad Cook on Tuesday and lost 4-3.
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Economical, Efficient
3 Bedrooms, 3 Persons
10 months, furnished
$170 x 3= $510 month
Appointments 
345-4489
Jim Wood, broker
Independently owned & operated
University Board Coordinator
Positions Available
For more information contact April at 581-3829
• Concerts/Mini Concerts
• Human Potential
• Performing Arts
• Productions
• Summer Programming
• Applications are 
available in the 
Studnet Activities 
Center (2nd floor Union)
STOP
MEDIUM
Cheese &
Pepperoni
Little Caesars Pizza®
1 $333
NO NEED TO CALL...
FRESH, HOT , READY-TO-GO!
Come Before 4p.m. for 
Faster Service
Valid Wednesday Only! Carryout Only.
No Substitutions, Please. First Come -First
Served Sorry...No Rainchecks
Wild Wednesday
Plus Tax
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Charleston
345-4743
FOR GREAT
CARRYOUT DEALS
NO LIMIT NO COUPON
NECESSARY
VALID FOR A
LIMITED TIME
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 
University Union Bookstore
Monday - Thursday 8:00am to 8:00pm
Friday 8:00am to 4:30pm
Saturday 10:00am to 4:00pm
Phone (217) 581-5821
Fax (217) 581-6625
12
39
6
Take
10% OFF
All magazines
(sale ends Saturday)
Time to
CATCH UP
on your
reading!
Softball team breezes past Westerwinds 
Panthers win first game in extra innings, dominate in the second half of doubleheader
By Kristin Rojek
Staff writer
The Panther softball team
chalked up two more wins Tuesday
in a doubleheader against Western
Illinois, beating the Westerwinds 2-
1 and 5-2. 
Going into extra innings in the
first game, the Panthers (16-17)
managed to hold off the
Westerwinds in the eighth inning as
well as the ninth to come back in the
bottom of the ninth for the win.
Leading off for Eastern, freshman
outfielder Amy
Barr stole sec-
ond after a walk
to first. Junior
second base-
man Julie
Fonda ground-
ed out, but
advanced Barr
to third. Junior
o u t f i e l d e r
Adrienne Noll stepped up to the
plate for a base hit, bringing Barr
home to end the game 2-1.
“You have to give the team cred-
it in the first game because it would
have been easy to give up,” head
coach Lloydene Searle said. “We
had a lot of opportunities left at third
base, but we got the hits when it
counted.”
Eastern got out to an early lead in
the bottom of the second with a run
by senior shortstop Stacy Siebert.
With Siebert on first after a balk, an
error by Western brought her across
home.
“Hitting is catchy,” Searle said.
“There’s the old saying ‘Either no
one hits or everyone hits.”
The Westerwinds quickly rallied
in the top of the third with three hits
and a line drive to centerfield, bring-
ing Western first baseman Bridget
Maxwell across the plate to tie the
game at one.
Unfortunately in the bottom of
the third, freshman Leah Jones was
hit in the hand at the plate. She fin-
ished the first game and part of the
second, but was replaced by sopho-
more Carissa Fridewald after the
bruising began to affect her hand.
Helping the team to their first
win of the night, junior pitcher Sara
DeLaere retired for the night with
seven hits and only one run . Senior
Amanda Perjenski took the mound
in the second game, giving up five
hits and two runs.
“Our pitchers pitched a tremen-
dous game,” Searle said. “We had
very solid defense and very few
errors.”
Both teams continued the battle
into the second game with Eastern
going for their second win of the
day and Western seeking revenge
for the close loss they just suffered. 
The Panthers increased the game
intensity in the bottom of the third
where they jumped ahead 3-0.
Siebert led off the Panther hitting
with a line drive to left field. 
The bases were soon loaded after
catcher Amy Kukman walked and
Fonda got a base hit. Noll’s line
drive to centerfield brought Siebert
home to tie the game 1-1 after
Western had one run in the top of
the third. 
Two hits to centerfield by Jones
and junior Lindsay Klockenga
brought Kukman and Fonda home,
giving the Panthers a comfortable 3-
1 lead. 
“You’re starting to see how well
we can hit the ball,” Searle said.
“We made few errors and came
away with five double plays com-
bined. That takes the pressure off
the pitchers as well as the hitters to
know we can bounce back from our
errors with double plays.”
Perjenski pitched a shutout in the
top of the fourth and the Panthers
once again rallied for two more
runs. Freshman Jill Fitzgerald dou-
bled to left and freshman Natalie
Pavone pinch ran. Nicole Ktistou’s
line drive to right field put her on
first as Pavone gave the Panthers
their fourth run of the game. 
Ktistou crossed home after a
base hit by Fonda and the Panthers
pulled away 5-1 in the bottom of the
fourth. 
“Western is a very good team
with excellent pitchers,” Searle said.
“Our girls had a good mix of a good
eye and aggressiveness.”
In the top of the sixth, Maxwell
led off hitting for the Westerwinds
and her home run off of Perjenski’s
second pitch ended Western’s scor-
ing for the game 5-2. 
“Amanda wanted that pitch back
once it was hit because it didn’t go
the way she wanted it to,” Searle
said. “But we have to give credit to
the hitter because she’s one of their
best.”
Searle also credits their wins to
the versatility of the players
throughout both games. 
“Nicole played a great game
from playing outfield for us to run-
ning the bases and having an RBI,”
Searle said. 
“Carissa, too, didn’t miss a beat
when she came in for Leah and
those are the people that added a
major contribution and depth to the
team.”
Mandy Marshall  / Staff photographer
Eastern outfielder Adrienne Noll watches a pitch go past her in the Panther’s doubleheader sweep of Western Illinois
Tuesday. Noll drove teammate Amy Barr home to win the first game of the day.
WIU
EIU
1
2
Softball   Game 1
WIU
EIU
2
5
Softball   Game 2
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Friends
&Co
OPEN MIC IS BACK!
New format - 
ALL instruments are
welcome!
FREE! Starts @ 10:00
$125 BOTTLES 
Labatt Blue
NIL8 in the Dungeon
Saturday 4/10
509 Van Buren 345-2380
$1.50
16 oz.
Miller
Lites
JERRY’S
PIZZA 
& PUB
Large Single Topping Pizza 
& Quart of Soda
$8.25
Corner of 4th and Lincoln 345-2844
QUIET, CLEAN!
2 Bedrooms, 2 Persons
10 or 12 months
Low CIPS - CATV incl.
Appointments 
345-4489
Jim Wood, broker
Independently owned & operated
Townhouses
4-5 Persons
10 or 12 months
As low as $184 each
Appointments 
345-4489
Jim Wood, broker
Independently owned & operated
Today
2 p.m. – Men’s Tennis at Murray State
3 p.m. – Baseball at Chicago State
3:30 p.m. – Women’s Tennis vs.
Washington University, Lantz Courts
Thursday
TBA – Men’s golf at St. Louis   
Invitational
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W       L      GB 
Orlando                      26      10             -
Miami               21    11     3.0
New York                      18       16          7.0
Philadelphia                17      15          7.0
Washington                 13      20        11.5
Boston                           10       22       14.0
New Jersey                    9        24       15.5
Central Division 
Indiana                         22      11             –
Atlanta                           22     13           1.0
Milwaukee                 19     13          2.5
Detroit                           18      12           2.5
Toronto                          17      15          4.5
Cleveland              16    15       5.0
Charlotte                        12      20          9.5
Chicago                           9      24        13.0
WESTERN CONFERENCE 
Midwest Division 
W       L       GB 
Utah                          23       8  –
Houston                         23      10          1.0
San Antonio                 22      10         1.5
Minnesota                      19      13          4.5
Dallas                             11      22       13.0
Denver                       9      24      15.0
Vancouver                      6       26       17.5
Pacific Division  
Portland                  26     6        –
L.A. Lakers                    22      12       5.0
Seattle                       15     16    10.5
Phoenix                         15      18     11.5
Sacramento                   14      18     12.0
Golden State                   14      20      13.0
L.A.Clippers                    3      28     22.5
*Late games not included
Tuesday’s Results
Philadelphia 95, Milwaukee 87
Miami 92, Toronto 70
Cleveland 96, Chicago 89
Orlando 81, New York 72
New Jersey 97, Washington 93
Houston 111, Golden State 74
Sacramento at Seattle
Vancouver at Portland
Phoenix at L.A. Clippers
Utah at L.A. Lakers
Today’s Games
Washington at Boston, 6 p.m.
New York at Charlotte, 6:30 p.m.
Philadelphia at New Jersey, 6:30 p.m.
Atlanta at Detroit, 6:30 p.m.
Dallas at Miami, 6:30 p.m.
Cleveland at Milwaukee, 7:30 p.m.
Indiana at Chicago, 7:30 p.m.
Denver at Vancouver, 9 p.m.
Minnesota at Phoenix, 9 p.m.
LA Lakers at Sacramento, 9:30 p.m.
Cavs 96, Bulls 89
CHICAGO  (89)  – Kukoc 7-15 3-4 19,
Bryant 5-9 3-4 13, Simpkins 6-9 9-9 21,
Brown 2-10 2-2 6, Barry 1-6 0-0 3,
David 6-8 4-4 16, Carr 1-5 0-0 2,
LaRue 2-6 0-0 5, Booth 0-2 0-0 0,
Wennington 1-4 2-2 4.Totals 31-74 23-
25 89.
CLEVELAND  (96)  – Henderson 6-13
3-4 15, Kemp 8-13 9-12 25, DeClercq
4-4 1-2 9, Knight 7-11 5-6 19, Person
7-12 0-0 18, Anderson 1-4 0-0 2, Ferry
1-5 2-3 4, Sura 0-2 1-2 1, Newman 1-3
1-1 3, Blount 0-2 0-2 0.Totals 35-69 22-
32 96.
Chicago  18  26  28 – 89 
Cleveland  18  18  24 – 96 
3-Point Goals – Chicago 4-13 (Kukoc
2-4, Barry 1-4, LaRue 1-4, Carr 0-1),
Cleveland 4-9 (Person 4-6, Ferry 0-1,
Anderson 0-1, Knight 0-1).Fouled out –
Bryant, DeClercq. Rebounds –
Chicago 47 (Bryant 7), Cleveland 42
(Kemp 11). Assists – Chicago 17
(Kukoc 5), Cleveland 30 (Knight 15).
Total fouls – Chicago 23, Cleveland 23.
Technicals – Kukoc, Bryant.
A – 14,739 (20,562).
Magic 81, Knicks 72
ORLANDO  (81)  – Grant 3-8 0-0 6,
Harpring 3-7 0-0 6, Austin 5-9 0-0 10,
D.Armstrong 5-20 4-7 17, Hardaway 12-
21 6-9 30, Anderson 1-11 0-0 3, Doleac
2-4 5-7 9, B.Armstrong 0-0 0-0 0, Strong
0-1 0-0 0.Totals 31-81 15-23 81.
NEW  YORK  (72)  – Johnson 2-6 1-2
5, Thomas 1-4 0-0 2, Ewing 12-27 4-7
28, Houston 7-20 0-0 14, Ward 0-6 0-0
0, Sprewell 3-9 0-0 6, Childs 5-7 0-0 13,
Dudley 2-2 0-0 4.Totals 32-81 5-9 72.
Orlando  17  23  25 – 81 
New  York  21  13  15 – 72 
3-Point Goals – Orlando 4-16
(D.Armstrong 3-9, Anderson 1-5,
Hardaway 0-2), New York 3-13 (Childs
3-4, Johnson 0-1, Sprewell 0-1, Ward
0-3, Houston 0-4). Fouled out – None.
Rebounds – Orlando 55 (Hardaway
10), New York 56 (Ewing 15). assists –
Orlando 23 (Hardaway, D.Armstrong
8), New York 18 (Ward 7). Total fouls –
Orlando 11, New York 22.
A – 19,763 (19,763).
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Northeast Division 
Pts  GF  GA 
Ottawa               98     230     167
Toronto      91  249  220
Buffalo      85  196  167
Boston      83  199  168
Montreal     70  172  193
Atlantic Division 
Pts  GF  GA 
New  Jersey       95     230    186
Philadelphia      86    219   188
Pittsburgh        86    232   210
N.Y. Rangers       74      209    213
N.Y. Islanders         52        177     230
Southeast Division 
Pts  GF  GA 
Carolina               80       198      196
Florida        72   195   204
Washington   68  195  201
Tampa  Bay       43     167     277
WESTERN CONFERENCE       
Central Division 
Pts  GF  GA 
Detroit     88  232  192
St. Louis       78    218    195
Nashville         61    177     238
Chicago           60     183     239
Northwest Division 
Pts  GF  GA 
Colorado    90  223  190
Calgary        68   196    216
Edmonton     67   208   115
Vancouver     55   183   244
Pacific Division 
Pts  GF   GA 
Dallas            106    217    158
Phoenix       88   194   179
Anaheim         80    203    187
San  Jose            75      182      177
Los  Angeles              61        171          201
*Late games not included
Tuesday’s Results
Carolina 4, New Jersey 2
Buffalo 4, N.Y. Islanders 3
San Jose at Phoenix
Today’s Games
Carolina at Montreal, 6 p.m.
St Louis at Washington, 6 p.m.
Ottawa at Toronto, 6:30 p.m.
Boston at Florida, 6:30 p.m.
Vancouver at Detroit, 6:30 p.m.
Anaheim at Dallas, 7:30 p.m.
Nashville at Colorado, 8 p.m.
Calgary at Edmonton, 8 p.m.
Hurricanes 4,
New Jersey 2
New  Jersey  2 – 2 
Carolina  1 – 4 
First Period – 1, Carolina, Roberts 12
(Hill, Sheppard), 8:21. Penalty –
Niedermayer, NJ (roughing), 16:14.
Second Period – 2, Carolina, Primeau
30 (Kapanen, Hill), :56. 3, Carolina,
O'Neill 15 (Kapanen, Francis), 9:48
(pp).Penalties – Souray, NJ (roughing),
4:08; Stevens, NJ (roughing), 4:08;
McKay, NJ (roughing), 4:08; Primeau,
Car (roughing), 4:08; Kapanen, Car
(roughing), 4:08; Karpa, Car, minor-
misconduct  (roughing), 4:08; Hill, Car
(interference), 6:29; Daneyko, NJ
(roughing), 9:33; Stevens, NJ (rough-
ing), 10:59; Malik, Car (ob.-hooking),
12:23; Brylin, NJ (ob.-holding stick),
16:44.
Third Period – 4, Carolina, Sheppard
25, 5:27. 5, New Jersey, Niedermayer
10 (Daneyko, Stevens), 14:03. 6, New
Jersey, Nemchinov 12 (Rolston,
Niedermayer), 15:44 (pp). Penalties –
Oliwa, NJ (interference), :42;
Niedermayer, NJ (high-sticking), 11:56;
Primeau, Car (holding), 15:04; Francis,
Car (hooking), 18:24; Andreychuk , NJ
(roughing), 18:55; Hill, Car (roughing),
18:55. Shots on goal – New Jersey 6-
12-15 – 33.Carolina 7-4-4 – 15.Power-
play Opportunities – New Jersey 1 of 4;
Carolina 1 of 6.
Goalies – New Jersey, Brodeur 35-20-
10 (15 shots-11 saves). Carolina, Irbe
26-19-11 (33-31).
A – 10,340 (11,059).
Sabres 4, Islanders 3 
Buffalo  1– 4 
N.Y. Islanders  1–3 
First Period – 1, Buffalo, Woolley 8
(Peca, Primeau), 16:14 (pp). Penalties
– Chebaturkin, NY (ob.-holding), 15:14;
Ward, Buf (high-sticking), 18:18.
Second Period – 2, New York,
Smolinski 16 (Watt, Lawrence), 1:29.3,
Buffalo, Primeau 5 (Ray), 6:33. 4,
Buffalo, Warrener 1 (Peca, Ward),
13:05. 5, New York, Linden 16
(Czerkawski, Richter), 15:30 (pp).
Penalties–  Webb, NY (boarding), 6:57;
Varada, Buf (ob.-hooking), 8:50;
Brown, Buf (ob.-tripping), 14:34.
Third Period – 6, Buffalo, Satan 36
(Woolley, Zhitnik), 4:47 (pp). 7, New
York, Brewer 5 (Richter, Smolinski),
14:29 (pp). Penalties – Zhitnik, Buf
(high-sticking), 1:56; Czerkawski, NY
(interference), 2:49; Zhitnik, Buf (hook-
ing), 12:30. Shots on goal – Buffalo 7-
10-4 – 21. New York 9-14-18 – 41.
Power-play Opportunities – Buffalo 2 of
3; New York 2 of 5.
Goalies – Buffalo, Roloson 6-7-2 (41
shots-38 saves). New York, Flaherty 3-
10-2 (21-17).
A – 9,587 (16,297).
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East  
W       L      GB 
Baltimore                      1      0            -
Boston               1    0       -
Toronto                          0       1        1.0
NY Yankees                      0        1         1.0
Tampa Bay                  0      1       1.0
Central  
W       L      GB 
Chicago                       1      0            -
Detroit                 1    0        -
Minnesota                       1        0             -
Cleveland                        0       0         0.5
Kansas City                   0      1         1.0
West  
W       L      GB 
Oakland                       1      0            -
Anaheim                       0     0         0.5
Seattle                              0       1          1.0
Texas                               0       1         1.0
Tuesday's Results 
*Late games not included
Minnesota 6, Toronto 1
Detroit at Texas
Chicago at Seattle 
New York at Oakland 
Cleveland at Anaheim 
Today's Games 
New York (Mendoza 10-2) at Oakland
(Haynes 11-9), 4:05 p.m.
Tampa Bay (Saunders 6-15) at 
Baltimore (Guzman 10-16), 7:05 p.m.
Boston (Saberhagen 15-8) at Kansas
City (Rosado 8-11), 8:05 p.m.
Toronto (Wells 18-4) at Minnesota
(Lincoln 0-0), 8:05 p.m.
Detroit (Blair 5-16) at Texas (Clark 9-
14), 8:35 p.m.
Chicago (Snyder 7-2) at Seattle
(Garcia 0-0), 10:35 p.m.
Cleveland (Burba 15-10) at Anaheim
(Hill 9-6), 10:35 p.m.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East  
W       L      GB 
Florida                       1      1            -
Montreal                       1       1               -
Philadelphia                    1        1                 -
Atlanta                           1       1                -
NY Mets                         1         1                -
Central  
W       L      GB 
Milwaukee                       1         0               -
Houston                     1       0           -
Cincinnati                         1         1         0.5
Pittsburgh                      1         1        0.5
Chicago                          0        1         1.0
St. Louis                     0       1       1.0
West  
W       L      GB 
San Francisco               2          0                -
Los Angeles                1         0          0.5
Colorado                     1          1        1.0
San Diego                      1          1          1.0
Arizona                         0         1         1.5
Tuesday's Results 
*Late games not included
New York 12, Florida 3
Pittsburgh 8, Montreal 2
San Francisco 7, Cincinnati 6
Atlanta 11, Philadelphia 3
Houston 4, Chicago 2
San Diego 4, Colorado 3
Arizona at Los Angeles 
Today's Games
San Francisco (Ortiz 4-4) at Cincinnati
(Avery 10-7), 12:35 p.m.
Montreal (Vazquez 5-15) at Pittsburgh
(Schourek 7-6), 1:35 p.m.
Colorado (Wright 9-14) at San Diego
(Williams 0-0), 5:05 p.m.
New York (Jones 9-9) at Florida
(Sanchez 7-9), 7:05 p.m.
Philadelphia (Loewer 7-8) at Atlanta
(Smoltz 17-3), 7:40 p.m.
Chicago (Tapani 19-9) at Houston
(Hampton 11-7), 8:05 p.m.
Milwaukee (Abbott 5-0) at St. Louis
(Bottenfield 4-6), 8:10 p.m.
Arizona (Benes 14-13) at Los Angeles
(Valdes 11-10), 10:35 p.m.
Baseball
Illinois State 10,
Eastern Illinois 7
AT MONIER FIELD
Illinois State       320 012 200 – 10 13 4
Eastern Illinois  014 000 200 – 7 12 3
WP – Cotts (2-0), LP – Gage 0-5, SV –
Graham (3).
2B – Knox (ISU), Duncheon (ISU),
Bridgewater (EIU), Hantosh (EIU).
HR – Knox (8), Tolzien (ISU) (2),
Duncheon (13), Mitchell (ISU) (6).
SB – Tolzien, Default (ISU), Lyons
(EIU)
Softball
AT WILLIAMS FIELD
Game 1
Western Illinois     001 000 000 – 1 7 9
Eastern Illinois       010 000 001 – 2 5 2
WP – DeLaere (4-7), LP – Dobson
SB – Krejca, Pavone, Barr.
Game 2
Western Illinois     001 001 0 – 2 5 2
Eastern Illinois       003 200 X – 5 7 5
WP – Perjenski (3-5), Killion.
HR – Maxwell
BASEBALL
American League
CLEVELAND INDIANS – Signed LHP
Chris Haney to a minor-league con-
tract.
TEXAS RANGERS – Announced INF
Tom Evans has cleared waivers and
signed him to a contract with
Oklahoma City of the Pacific Coast
League.
National League
CHICAGO CUBS – Agreed to terms
with RHP Kevin Tapani on a two-year
contract extension.
CINCINNATI REDS – Agreed to terms
with RHP A.J.Sager agreed to a minor-
league contract.
COLORADO ROCKIES – Placed OF
Larry Walker on the 15-day disabled list
retroactive to March 29. Purchased the
contract of OF Mike Kelly from
Colorado Springs of the PCL.
ATLANTA BRAVES – Placed LHP
Mike Remlinger on the 15-day disabled
list, retroactive to April 3. Recalled LHP
Derrin Ebert from Richmond of the
International League.
FLORIDA MARLINS – Named
Jonathan Jensen communications
assistant.
SAN DIEGO PADRES – Placed LHP
Randy Myers on the 15-day disabled
list, retroactive to April 3.Purchased the
contract of LHP Roberto Rivera from
Las Vegas of the PCL. Designated Ed
Giovanola for assignment.
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
CHARLOTTE HORNETS – Signed G
Corey Beck.
MILWAUKEE BUCKS – Signed G
Haywoode Workman for the rest of the
season.
NEW JERSEY NETS – Activated F
Scott Burrell from the injured list.
Placed C Jayson Williams on the
injured list.
SEATTLE SUPERSONICS –
Activated F Don MacLean from the
injured list. Placed G-F Billy Owens on
the injured list.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
BUFFALO BILLS – Re-signed DT
Sean Moran and DT Pat Williams.
DETROIT LIONS – Re-signed WR
Brian Stablein and CB Kevin Franklin.
GREEN BAY PACKERS – Re-signed
FB William Henderson to a three-year
contract.
Canadian Football League
HAMILTON TIGER-CATS – Signed D
Kevin Walton and D Kelly Sims.
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
ST.LOUIS BLUES – Assigned F Tyson
Nash to Worcester IceCats of the AHL.
COLLEGE
CAL POLY-SAN LUIS OBISPO –
Named Sam Lawanson running back
coach.
LEWIS & CLARK – Announced the
resignation of Kathy Walker, women’s
volleyball coach.
MANSFIELD – Named Willial Ameral
secondary coach.
MINNESOTA – Announced the resig-
nation of Doug Wood, men’s ice hock-
ey coach, to become assistant athletics
director.
NORTH CAROLINA A&T –
Announced the resignation of Tim
Abney, women’s basketball coach.
NORTH CAROLINA-WILMINGTON –
Announced the resignation of Kathy
McDaniel, women’s volleyball coach.
NORTH GEORGIA – Named Tom
Cantrell baseball coach.
ST.THOMAS – Named Tricia Dornisch
women’s basketball coach and Colleen
Carey women’s soccer coach.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA –
Announced that freshman QB Jason
Thomas has decided to transfer.
WEST ALABAMA – Named Kiley Hill
women’s basketball coach.
1940 – Jimmy Demaret wins the
Masters with a four-stroke triumph over
Lloyd Mangrum.
1946 – Herman Keiser edges Ben
Hogan by one stroke to win the
Masters.
1951 – Ben Hogan wins the Masters
by two strokes over Robert Riegel.
1956 – Joe Graboski scores 29 points
and Paul Arizin 26 as the Philadelphia
Warriors beat the Fort Wayne Pistons
99-88 to win the NBA championship in
five games.
1963 – Jack Nicklaus, at 23, becomes
the youngest golfer to win the Masters,
beating Tony Lema by a stroke.
Scoreboard
EIU CALENDAR
By Kyle Bauer
Associate sports editor
After spending four years as vol-
leyball coach Betty Ralston’s assis-
tant, Glenn Kiriyama has accepted
the head coaching position at
Binghamton.
Kiriyama is taking over a pro-
gram that is competing in Division
II, but will make the jump to
Division I in a two years. 
He is also returning to the east
coast where he started coaching for
Rutgers, before coming to Eastern.
“He’s ready to formulate his own
ideas,” Ralston said of what made
Kiriyama a strong candidate for the
position. “He’s worked with a diver-
sity of coaches and with all the expe-
rience he’s had, he is ready to run his
own program.
“He’ll do great,” she said. “He’s
finally getting a chance and he is
ready for the chance to take over.”
Kiriyama will inherit nine return-
ing players from a squad that went
21-18 last season, as well as an
upgrade in athletic facilities.
While it is a great opportunity for
Kiriyama, what does it mean for the
defending Ohio Valley Conference
regular season champions?
“It was double-edged sword,”
Ralston said. “I knew he was ready
for a head position and I felt he
deserved it, but I hate to see him
leave the program.”
Ralston does not expect to have a
new assistant in place by the end of
the school year.
“At least in the spring, it will be
different for the players,” she said.
“They have to get used to it. It will
be an adjustment period for every-
one.”
So what will the program miss
most about Kiriyama?
“His on the court practice leader-
ship,” Ralston said. 
“In the spring, you don’t have
many players so it is nice to have
him out there demonstrating. He is
quiet but able to get his point across.”
Going back east
Volleyball assistant coach accepts
head coaching job at Binghampton
The Panthers had the bases loaded
and two outs in the bottom of the
ninth, but Redbird closer Todd
Graham got Panther sophomore
Keith Laski to strike out swinging to
end the game. 
Unlike Illinois State, Eastern did
not homer in the game so it had to
find other ways to generate runs. This
was the case in the bottom of the sev-
enth inning, when Eastern started off
the inning with a walk and three
straight singles. The last of the singles
was a hit to center by senior Sean
Lyons that scored both sophomore
second baseman Josh Landon and
freshman designated hitter Tim
Aurrichio. 
Lyons reached base all five times
he was at bat, as he had two singles,
was hit by a pitch twice and walked
once. 
“Our offense did a nice job, we
put a lot of men on base,” Schmitz
said. “We scored seven runs, but to
their pitchers credit they did not give
up the big hits and didn’t keep the ball
up.”
Illinois State jumped on the
Panther pitching staff early, bringing
15 batters to the plate and scoring five
runs in the first two innings. Panther
starter junior John Larson, who had
only given up two homers all season
going into this game, gave up back-
to-back homers in the first inning.
Redbird sophomore Ed Tolzien hit
the first long ball of the game, a two-
run shot to left center. 
Tolzien added three singles on a
day where he went 4-for-5 and drove
in two runs. 
Clean up hitter Ryan Duncheon,
the Missouri Valley Conference’s
home run leader, followed up
Tolzien’s homer with one of his own
to left. 
Duncheon added a double in the
top of the sixth inning to go 2-for-4
and drive in one run on the day. 
After scoring another two runs in
the second inning to take the 5-0 lead,
Eastern battled back with four runs of
its own in the bottom of the third to
tie the game at five. The big hit of the
inning was a two-out, two-run single
to right field by Aurricho. 
The tie was broken in the top of
the fifth inning when Redbird short
stop Todd Mitchell hit the third
Illinois State home run of the game.
Pitchers
from Page 12
NBA
NHL
MLB
COLLEGE
TRANSACTIONS
ON THIS DAY
The last week has been full ofbombshells dropped throughoutall the major sports. What withUCONN beating Duke, and my
roommate’s girlfriend winning the tourna-
ment pool, the scandal at Northwestern
regarding a camera in the wrestler’s locke-
room and the Bulls actually winning a
game, this week has been a lot to swallow. 
The good news continued when Quentin
Richardson announced that he was staying
at DePaul. Of course, what were you going
to do, be an undersized small forward with
no outside shot? 
Yeah, great future, does the name
Jermaine O’Neal ring a bell. With all this
excitement in the Chicagoland area, I don’t
know what to do with myself.
That is why it is a great time for base-
ball to start, “we are going to slow this one
down for the fellas out there.” Baseball is
in a tough position however.
There are actually people that are back
watching base-
ball, and it is
the most boring
sport out there,
so what is it
going to do to
spice things
up?
Last season
was one for the
ages. The
Yankees set a
record for most victories, while Sammy
Sosa and Mark McGwire put on a home
run show for the ages. But like when Pete
Myers replaced Michael Jordan through the
first retirement, this season may be a little
bit of a letdown.
This season is going to be dramatically
different than last with regard to both play-
ers and teams.
Last season’s National League World
Series representative San Diego is going to
fall apart quicker than the cast of Different
Strokes. Tony Gwynn was reported to have
said “What’cho talkin ‘bout” (off the
record) when he heard that the Padres lost
both Kevin Brown and Ken Caminiti to
free agency.
The Yankees got a little stronger with
the addition of Roger Clemens, but they
had to give up a World Series hero in the
plump but effective David Wells. They
should be able to repeat their American
League championship.
The National League should be a wide
open race, but it is too soon to tell exactly
who is going to come out of the box with a
bang. 
The Dodgers spent more money on tal-
ent this year than Eugene Robinson. They
bought Brown from the Padres, and they
got Todd Hundley to catch this season. The
problem there is that Brown was rocked in
his opening day start Monday against
Arizona. The Dodgers should be able to
win the West however.
The central division was going to be a
tight race, with the Cubs actually having a
chance. But they lost sidewalk abuser Kerry
Wood, and their chances were flushed away
with that. 
Although Houston lost Moises Alou for
the season, they should be able to pull out
of the hairy Central Division with ease.
The East is going to be a race, with the
Braves and Mets going at it. I think that
this will finally be the year for New York,
as they barely get by Atlanta.
New York will take out Houston, and the
Braves will be able to out-dual Los
Angeles. But the Mets will continue to
thwart the Braves, and setup a subway
series with the Yankees.
The Yanks will overwhelm the Mets,
just like they did to the whole league this
year. They will make it three champi-
onships in four years, and continue their
dynasty for a couple of more years.
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Falling apart faster than the cast of Different Strokes
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Staff writer
email: cutrs@pen.eiu.edu
Redbirds soar with the wind
By Matt Wilson
Staff writer
All season, the Panther pitching staff
has performed well and not made many
mistakes.
This was not the case in Eastern’s 10-
7 loss to Illinois State Tuesday at Monier
Field. The Panther pitching staff gave up
four homers and had two costly errors
on pick-off plays at
first base to allow
the Redbirds (19-
8) to come away
with the win.
“Our pitching
was not sharp, and with the wind blow-
ing 25 miles per hour that can’t happen,”
Panther head coach Jim Schmitz said. 
Eastern freshman pitcher Andy
Hoffman made two crucial mistakes in
the top of the seventh inning which
allowed for two insurance runs for
Illinois State. The first mistake happened
when Hoffman tried to pick off the run-
ner at first base, freshman designated
hitter Jake Perganson. But for the second
time in the game, a pick off throw went
over the head of first baseman Mark
Tomse, and Perganson went to third. 
After getting Redbird senior second
baseman Jay Anderson to fly out to short
right, Hoffman made his second mistake
of the inning. 
On a pitch that was supposed to be a
ball, Hoffman pitched the ball right
down the middle of the plate that Illinois
State junior lead off man Ryan Knox
knocked over the left field wall for the
Redbirds fourth homer of the game that
gave them a 10-5 lead. 
“Our pitchers created the big inning
by their lack of concentration,” Schmitz
said
Eastern (11-17) would not go down
without a fight, as the Panthers loaded
the bases in both the bottom of the sev-
enth and ninth inning. But Eastern was
only able to generate a combined two
runs in both opportunities, and could get
no closer than the 10-7 final score.
Five Eastern
pitchers can’t
hold off ISU
By Chad Merda
Sports editor
Eastern first baseman Mark Tomse doesn’t really see his
recent hot streak as anything spectacular.
“The season’s halfway through, so I should be hitting the
ball by now,” the senior said.
But he’s doing more than simply hitting the ball.
In his last six games, Tomse has batted .523 (11-for-21)
with a homer, seven runs scored and five RBI. That perfor-
mance has raised his average to a team-leading .337 and
earned him Ohio Valley Conference Player of the Week hon-
ors.
Tomse went 1-for-3 with three walks and two runs scored
in Tuesday’s 10-7 loss to Illinois State.
“I don’t know what I’m doing differently,” he said. “But
when you’re hitting the ball, it’s a lot easier to come out every
day and stay focused. Baseball is such a mental sport, if you
don’t have confidence, you’re not going to get a hit.”
The senior has proven he’s not afraid to take a walk either,
as he leads the team with 12.
“A lot of times when you walk someone, it comes back to
haunt you and we saw that with our pitchers (Tuesday),”
Tomse said. “It’s just better to get on base and help the team
out instead of me fishing at pitches and striking out.”
His .488 on base percentage also leads the Panthers.
Eastern coach Jim Schmitz attributes a lot of Tomse’s
recent success to the extra work he’s put in with assistant
coach Matt Buczkowski in the mornings before going to class.
“There’s nothing that can take the place of hard work,”
Schmitz said. “That’s the magical answer to anything we do
around here. He kind of looked at his season and said the only
way it’s going to get better is if he takes some extra swings.”
However, Tomse singles out two other factors in the turn-
around that has raised his batting average 63 points in a week.
“I think I was too anxious early in the season,” he said. 
An assist can also be given to the warmer weather.
“It’s good to be outside,” Tomse said. “Whenever you can
hit on the field, it’s better than hitting inside.”
While he’s a great asset to the team as a hitter and strong
defensive player, Tomse has also shown the ability to help the
Panthers on the mound as well. Last week he made his first
pitching appearance, giving up two hits and a run in 1 1/3
innings of work.
He’s no stranger to the pitching rubber, as the Houston
Astros drafted him in the 61st round out of high school as a
pitcher.
Making the switch to first base as a sophomore was some-
thing Tomse was in favor of.
“I knew I wanted to hit and not just pitch and coach let me
hit a little bit my freshman year,” he said. “I guess he liked
what he saw. I’d like to get back out on the mound and help
the team out.”
For now, the focus is the same as it always has been.
“I think as I get older, I’m trying to improve on something
and just trying to improve every year,” Tomse said. “So far,
I’ve been doing that.”See PITCHERS Page 11
Tomse on a tear after
slow start to season
Mandy Marshall / Staff photographer
Panther catcher Ryan Bridgewater has a conference on the mound with starting pitcher John
Larson in the Panther’s 10-7 loss to ISU Tuesday. Eastern used five pitchers in the game
ISU
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